The Los Angeles County/University of Southern California Cancer Surveillance Program (CSP), the population-based cancer registry of Los Angeles County, California, has conducted several recent studies exploring cancer patterns in various Asian populations in Los Angeles County (Shimizu et al., 1987; Whittemore et al., 1990 (Mack, 1977 (Vietnamese and Chinese) , by the total number of expected cases (with the same parameters) and multiplying by 100. The expected number of cancers for a particular race, site, and age group was derived from the product of the total number of cancers of all sites in that race and age group and the ratio of the total number of cancers of the particular site in that age group among all races to the total number of cancer of all sites in that age group among all races. The age-specific results were then summed over all age groups to obtain the final values for our comparisons.
Ninety-five per cent confidence limits for the race-and site-specific PIRs were calculated assuming that the observed number of cases (numerator) follows a Poisson distribution, then taking advantage of the exact relationship between the Poisson and the Chi-square distribution (Mulder, 1983) .
The total number of cases for each cancer site and the associated PIRs are shown in Table I . Both Vietnamese and Chinese men and women demonstrate exceedingly high PIRs The high rates for several of the cancers common to both groups can be attributed to common environmental exposures. Thus, the high incidence of liver cancer in both populations is likely readily explained by a high prevalence of chronic infections with hepatitis B virus throughout Southeast Asia (Yeh et al., 1989) . We expect that the nearly equal relatively high lung cancer rates reflect high rates of smoking common to many Asian populations (Yu & Henderson, 1990) . It is noteworthy, however, that bladder cancer, which has often been linked to smoking, is virtually non-existent in immigrant Vietnamese females and quite rare among immigrant Vietnamese males. A similar phenomenon (high lung cancer rates, low bladder cancer rates) has been observed in other Asian populations, such as Chinese men in Shanghai (WHO, 1982) . Low rates of hormone-related cancers (i.e. those for breast, prostate, and corpus uteri) are also common to many Asian populations (WHO, 1982) .
However, we were surprised by the high rates of both nasopharyngeal and stomach cancer common to both migrant groups in Los Angeles. There is growing evidence that the principal cause of cancer of the nasopharynx in South China is consumption of Cantonese-style salted fish (Yu & Henderson, 1990) , a dietary practice not common to Vietnamese. The high rates of stomach cancer among Chinese is also presumably dietary in origin, but the precise dietary factors remain unknown.
Parkin published data on the distribution of cancer cases from a hospital-based series in Ho Chi Minh City Hospital from 1976 -1986 (Parkin, 1986 . The most striking finding in that series was the very high prevalence of cervix cancer, (43, 128) which accounted for over 53% of all cancer cases in women. Parkin speculated that this series might overestimate the true importance of cervix cancer due to selection factors leading to admission into the Ho Chi Minh City Hospital, which has departments of both gynecology and radiotherapy (Parkin, 1986) . Nonetheless, we confirm the important contribution of cervix cancer to the overall malignancy profile among female Vietnamese immigrants to Southern California. Although breast cancer in women, lung cancer in men and cancer of the nasopharynx in both sexes also made substantial contributions to the cancer burden in that series, liver cancer, esophageal cancer, and stomach cancer were all relatively uncommon, compared to their important contribution to overall cancer occurrence in Vietnamese immigrants. Prostate cancer and bladder cancer were both exceedingly rare in that hospital-based series as they are in Los Angeles.
